February 22, 2018
VIA ECFS
Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, NW
Washington, DC 200554
Re:

WT 08-7

Dear Ms. Dortch:
Twilio makes the following update to the Commission on the continued practice of
wireless carriers blocking millions of lawful text messages that their subscribers have optedin and paid to receive.
First, since the December 2017 FCC vote on the Restoring Internet Freedom order,
Twilio has observed a significant increase in the number of lawful, consented text messages
that are being blocked by wireless carriers. More than 33 million consented messages were
blocked on Twilio’s platform alone in the fourth quarter of 2017, and in the first six weeks of
2018, this amount had already been surpassed. At this trajectory, over the course of 2018,
Twilio estimates that wireless carriers will block more than 200 million text messages that
their wireless consumers have opted in to receive.
Second, wireless carriers have confirmed that these messages are being blocked in an
effort to arbitrarily force certain messages (i.e. any messages an individual carrier deems
“application to person” or “A2P”) onto a CTIA common short code. As previously discussed
in this docket, this “P2P-A2P” distinction has nothing to do with SPAM prevention,
consumer consent, network protection, or network management. Rather, the “P2P-A2P”
distinction enables carriers to employ content-based and volumetric blocking of text
messages sent over NANP numbers. The financial benefits for CTIA and the carriers due to
the carriers’ paid prioritization blocking/filtering regime are unquestionable and a matter of
public record. Indeed, CTIA’s latest IRS Form 990 for FY 2015 is attached and notes that the
common short code program was responsible for 40% of the association’s $65 million annual
revenue. (See attached Exhibit A.)
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Twilio estimates that its customers provision the vast majority of new short
codes. Short codes are useful for those businesses and organizations that choose to use
them. For others, however, short codes lack the conversational and geographic functionality
needed by their business. In still other instances, businesses simply want to use their existing
telephone numbers – known to their customers – for text messaging as well as voice services.
Twilio strongly objects to the practice of forcing small businesses, non-profit organizations,
public services and advocacy groups into using a short code - at 500 times greater cost when there is no technological or innovative advantage in doing so.
By forcing traffic into the higher cost, lower functionality short code system, wireless
carriers are engaging in anti-competitive practices to give themselves a market advantage,
while stifling innovation among non-profit organizations, small businesses and individual
entrepreneurs, and counter to the express wishes of their own wireless subscribers.
Third, at the end of January, AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson ran a full page New
York Times ad calling for an "Internet Bill of Rights." Twilio's CEO Jeff Lawson responded
with an open letter of his own posted on medium. (See attached Exhibit B.) In his response,
Mr. Lawson notes that despite the narrow pledge offered by AT&T in the open letter, AT&T
and other wireless carriers currently "apply blocking, throttling, discrimination, and contentbased degraded network performance to different kinds of their subscriber traffic," including
the millions of text messages that consumers want to receive but which are being blocked by
their wireless carrier.
Mr. Lawson also offered a counter proposal noting a true Internet Bill of Rights must:
"protect and respect all forms of consumer communication that rely on the internet and
software-driven technology; restrict blocking or throttling regardless of platform; protect
consumer privacy; be transparent; and include clear enforceable rules and means to correct
behavior that negatively affects consumers."
Twilio urges the Commission to maintain its authority as the proper agency to both
prohibit and enforce the blocking by service providers of their subscribers’ lawful
communications content.
Respectfully submitted,
Emily Emery
Twilio Government Relations
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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je el Follow
Entrepreneur, CEO and cofounder of Twilio.
Feb 8 · 5 min read

Dear Randall
I’d like to take a minute to respond to your open letter calling for an
Internet Bill of Rights. I thought I’d share some thoughts on innovation
and competition, from one CEO to another.
At Twilio, we have publicly supported open and accessible
communications principles for the last decade. In contrast to the
apparent narrow support for an open internet that you’ve o ered in
your letter, we at Twilio believe that an open internet can only endure
and thrive under a full set of net neutrality principles.
That’s why Twilio has supported the framework established under the
2015 Open Internet Order as a signi cant rst step for current and
future policies. But it wasn’t enough. Even after the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) established net neutrality,
wireless carriers and internet service providers like AT&T continued to
apply blocking, throttling, discrimination, and content-based degraded
network performance to di erent kinds of their subscriber tra c.
In the world of text messaging, which was not explicitly covered under
the Open Internet Order, AT&T and other carriers every year block
millions of lawful text messages that millions of Americans, including
your own subscribers, have opted-in to receive — vital messages that are
important to the day-to-day lives of your subscribers.
I want to tell you a little more about the text messages you’re
preventing your subscribers from receiving. Here are just a few
examples:
•

AT&T is blocking parents from knowing their child has been
dismissed from school early. Twilio powers applications that allow
parents and teachers to communicate — and bridge the digital
divide — in the majority of US public schools. You read that right.
The majority of schools in the US rely on this kind of
communication to keep parents informed about their children.

And AT&T is blocking the messages those parents have asked to
receive.
•

AT&T is blocking low-income Americans from getting medical
care. Twilio powers appointment reminders for nonpro t
organizations whose partner clinics serve more than one million
low-income Americans. Non-pro t organizations like CareMessage
note that low income patients use text messaging 2–4 times more
than those of higher income patients, but it’s precisely those
preventative health care messages that AT&T has decided to block.

•

AT&T is blocking young people from registering to vote. AT&T is
blocking constituents from contacting their elected o cials. AT&T
is blocking website users from protecting their private data
through authentication codes. AT&T is blocking church members
from receiving a note from their pastor.

There are dozens more stories about why blocking wanted
communications is so harmful to the individuals who are depending on
those messages. You can read them in Twilio’s comments to the FCC
led over the last few years:
http://bit.ly/twiliofcccomments.
All this blocking happens because carriers, including AT&T, claim that
because the protections of net neutrality don’t apply to text messaging,
it’s the carriers who get to decide which text messages their subscribers
can receive.
When the innovators and software developers who create new ways of
using these legacy communication channels ask why their text
messages are blocked, carriers urge them to use a carrier’s own service,
or agree to pay more for prioritized treatment by moving to the short
code system. Short codes are literally 500 times more expensive than
regular phone numbers and it can take months to obtain the subjective
approval of each carrier, including AT&T. But after all that delay and
expense, essentially paying for access to the fast lane, the messages that
were being blocked get delivered, albeit at a signi cantly higher cost.
That practice of holding consumers’ communication for ransom is why I
say that without net neutrality, the Internet as we know it will become
hostile to innovation.

For that matter, it’s why open internet principles need to encompass
more than just prohibiting providers from blocking websites.
With the advent of cloud communications, consumers are also using
broadband to connect with ever more complex streams of online
communications. Today’s consumers connect with content that goes far
beyond static websites. From access to cloud services, streaming, video
chat and the networked devices of the Internet of Things, innovation in
online communication has outpaced historical classi cation.
That’s why I’m skeptical about your narrowly worded pledge to not
block “online content”.
In looking at your proposed Internet Bill of Rights, what isn’t clear is a
commitment on AT&T’s part to not indiscriminately block important
communications that your subscribers have opted in to receive,
regardless of whether they’re willing to pay extra or get explicit
content-based approval that you as a carrier can grant or deny based on
a whim.
It’s hard to reconcile your pledge to not block content knowing that
AT&T uses lters to read and decide which content your subscribers
should or shouldn’t receive via text messages. It’s also hard to trust
AT&T’s pledge to not block content when AT&T subscribers are paying
for unlimited text messaging on their service plan but are denied
receiving all of the messages they’ve opted in to receive, all because
AT&T is blocking private communication in hopes of forcing the sender
of the messages to move their tra c to a more expensive “fast lane”.
There’s a sports metaphor to describe what’s needed for real net
neutrality. For a fair game, players have to agree on the rulebook, the
playing eld has to be even, and there has to be a referee.
The 2015 Open Internet Order represented a solid start in o ering a
version 1.0 of the rules, de ning the playing eld, and giving the
referees room to maneuver. We at Twilio were hard at work to fashion a
version 2.0 to provide even greater transparency across the internet
playing eld, but for now, this FCC has opted to go in another direction.
On that note, your proposal demonstrates something on which we both
agree: the new state of play created by the FCC’s decision to rollback
the Open Internet Order is unacceptable.

To that end, I’d like to o er some important improvements to your
proposed Internet Bill of Rights — improvements based on both the
spirit of the Open Internet Order and the state of broadband-driven
telecommunications:
•

A true bill of rights must protect and respect all forms of consumer
communication that rely on the internet and software-driven
technology. The internet is much more than just static website
content.

•

A true bill of rights must restrict blocking or throttling regardless
of platform. That means no more blocking internet data or text
messaging simply based on the platform a sender chooses to
communicate with consumers.

•

A true bill of rights must protect consumer privacy. Carriers
shouldn’t be able to treat the content of their subscribers’
communications as something they can introspect, opine on, and
block based on reading the content of their subscribers’ private
communications.

•

A true bill of rights must be transparent. It should be simple for
consumers to understand their rights and seek a fast appeal if
blocking or throttling has occurred.

•

A true bill of rights must include clear enforceable rules and
means to correct behavior that negatively a ects consumers.
Without enforcement provisions and appropriate oversight, the
promises above are rights in name only.

A true Internet Bill of Rights would protect consumers, level the playing
eld for all participants, and provide transparency for both providers
and consumers of communications. A true Internet Bill of Rights would
enshrine and support the freedom to communicate.
Are you game?
Sincerely,
Je
Je Lawson

